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Groups that are now spearheading the war on police have
received millions of dollars from globalist "fat cats" to bring
chaos to the streets of America. ...more below
Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

76 75 Months
Take action today!

Read Genesis 38
Study Judah’s Redemption
Listen to Kingdom Questions
Attend Shabbot
Learning Hebrew
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out & invite others.
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Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the
bottom of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.

From Eliyahu
Hello Friends,
Probably, like me, you are feeling horrified by the attacks on police now under way across America. These attacks are undoubtedly making all
Americans, regardless of ethnicity, less safe on our streets.
It is somewhat mystifying that this is happening at this point in time. While nobody would dispute that racism against African Americans has been a
part of American history, all the data seems to support that great strides have been made, and continue to be made, in this arena. In fact, the data
suggests that racism by police officers is presently at the lowest level it has ever been, and virtually no longer exists at any measurable level.
Following are some facts to support that. First, there's this:
In 2013, racial or ethnic minorities comprised 27 percent of local police officers, the Bureau of Justice Statistics(BJS) reported
Thursday morning. That’s up from 15 percent in 1987, the first year the periodic study was conducted, and 25 percent in 2007, the last
year it was conducted. In terms of raw numbers, there were 130,000 minority local police officers in 2013. That’s an increase of 78,000
officers from 1987 and 13,000 from 2007. [Newsweek, 5/14/15]
We have never had more racial diversity in the police departments of America than we do right now. As of the 2010 census, the population at large
identified as "white" amounted to 75% of the population of America. Yet, the quote above tells us that 27% of local police officers are from racial
minorities. In other words, minorities actually have a higher statistical representation among the police than do whites. In fact, some cities, New York
City being one example, have police departments comprised of over 50% racial minority officers, with white officers actually being the smaller part of
the force. Further, it is not uncommon for minority officers to be promoted to chief of police, with white officers serving under their command in a
professional manner. None of this squares with the notion of racism as a major problem among the police.
But what of the Youtube videos of black men slain by police? If you dig deeper you will find that in the overwhelming number of cases more is
involved than the spin promoted by the liberal press. In most if not all cases the person shot has a criminal and/or drug history and has presented a
threat to police officers. Of course, mistakes happen. But they happen just as often, or more often, with white people being shot as compared to black
people. Consider this:
“It is the most surprising result of my career,” said Roland G.
Fryer Jr., the author of the study and a professor of economics at
Harvard.
Mr. Fryer is the youngest African-American to receive tenure at
Harvard and the first one to receive a John Bates Clark medal, a
prize given to the most promising American economist under 40.
The study examined more than a thousand shootings in 10 major
police departments, in Texas, Florida and California.
In officer-involved shootings in these cities, officers were more
likely to fire their weapons without having first been attacked
when the suspects were white. Black and white civilians involved
in police shootings were equally likely to have been carrying a
weapon. Both of these results undercut the idea that the police
wield lethal force with racial bias.
The result contradicts the mental image of police shootings that many Americans hold in the wake of the killings (some captured on
video) of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Mo.; Laquan McDonald in Chicago; Tamir Rice in Cleveland; Walter Scott in South Carolina;
Samuel DuBose in Cincinnati; Alton Sterling in Baton Rouge, La.; and Philando Castile in Minnesota. [The New York Times, 7/11/16]
The facts do not support the contention that police are shooting black men in large numbers because of racism. Then why has this become such a huge
issue in America today?
The answer is simple. There is big money stoking and hyping all of this up. This is part of the globalist agenda to destroy liberty and to take down
America.
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That may seem like an outrageous claim, but I've got the facts to prove it. I'm going to share these facts live, tonight, with our Tsiyon Partners, at
Tsiyon.Net. Things are moving fast according to the prophetic agenda I outlined to you in the Daniel Seminar, and these latest events are part of that.
Don't miss this important presentation tonight, at 8 PM CST, at Tsiyon.Net.
Shalom, Eliyahu
www.tsiyon.org
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Hossein Salami, deputy head of Iran's Revolutionary Guard. (Photo: REUTERS)

Iranian military official: We have 100,000 missiles in Lebanon ready to hit Israel
Reprint: Jerusalem Post - 07/03/2016
According to Hossein Salami, deputy commander of the IRGC, "the opportunity to destroy Israel is now better than ever."
President Hassan Rouhani said the last year’s nuclear deal “was the cheapest way to achieve Iran’s goals and interests.”
Speaking in Tehran on Saturday at an iftar meal breaking the Ramadan fast, Rouhani said the pre-Iran nuclear-deal era is past and Iran now needs to
take advantage of the new atmosphere to pursue its “national interests more than before,” Iran’s Islamic Republic News Agency reported.
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The country’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Saturday called for student associations to establish a “unified anti-US and anti-Zionist
front” among the Muslim world’s students, Tasnim News Agency reported.
“By using advanced means of communication and in cyberspace, general campaigns can be formed by Muslim students based on the opposition to the
policies of the US and the Zionist regime of Israel so that when needed, millions of young Muslim students create a big movement in the Islamic
world,” he said.
Khamenei also warned against plots by enemies seeking to sabotage the country.
Separately, on Saturday, Fars News Agency reported a senior official of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards as having said Israel’s Iran Dome antirocket system has vulnerabilities that were revealed in recent wars.
On a similar note, the deputy commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Brig.-Gen.
Hossein Salami, said on Friday “more than 100,000 missiles are ready to fly from Lebanon,” according to Tasnim.
“Today, the grounds for the annihilation and collapse of the Zionist regime are [present] more than ever,” he declared, saying there are “tens of
thousands of destructive long-range missiles” from Islamic territories aiming at all of “occupied” Israel.
“If the Zionists make a wrong move, all the occupied territories will come under attack from dedicated fighters and, God willing, the territories will be
liberated,” Salami warned.
On Friday, Rouhani accused Western powers of trying to exploit differences between the world’s Sunni and Shi’ite Muslims to divert attention from
the Israel-Palestinian conflict, state television reported.
“We stand with the dispossessed Palestinian nation,” he said.

****************************************
Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set Now Available!
We presented this Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Seminar live over 8 days of Succot 2015. It is a major video presentation which explains what is going
on in the world around us right now from the standpoint of the Book of Daniel - and it forecasts where we are going. Viewers have called it
"incredible" and "amazing".
The Beasts of Daniel Surfacing seminar is now available in this professional level production in a huge 8 DVD set. See the entire
seminar, with extra content, optimized and enhanced for viewing using your DVD player, right on your TV! This will allow you to see
many of the details you may have missed when watching the live presentation on your computer or mobile device. Present the seminar
to friends and neighbors in your own home using this 8 DVD set!
Receive your Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set packaged in its own shrink-wrapped 8 DVD case with full color cover as shown.
Suggested Donation for Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set: $68 US or more, plus shipping and handling. Orders may be sent to
address at bottom of this Newsletter. Get yours today!
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Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.
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